
tables loose their validity.
The table in front of you will be updated following market developments. With these colour comparisons all former
Please see the relevant technical data sheets for technical information and application suggestions for our sealants.
building site and varying application techniques for the grouts can lead to colour deviations.
please order our most recent colour charts with original colour dots! Please note that changing conditions on the
We have set up this colour table in front of you as suggestion without obligation. For your own colour comparisons
finished floor/wall will be decisive for the final choice of the sealant colour.
taking the colours of floor/wall coverings into account. In the end the optical appearance of the colour of the
These colour recommendations between pre-fabricated grouts and the corresponding OTTO sealants have been made without

Colour recommendations

Index: 14.03.2024

OTTOSEAL® S 100
The premium bathroom silicone 

Kiesel 

Servoflex F (Universalfuge) OTTOSEAL® S 100

anthrazit C67 anthracite
grau C79 stone grey
mittelgrau C1172 titan grey
sandgrau C2044 sand grey 18

Servoperl royal OTTOSEAL® S 100

anthrazit C67 anthracite
C8683 matt anthracite

balibraun C21 bali
basalt C56 concrete grey
camel C10 bahamabeige

C8685 matt bahamabeige
cocoa C6777 fango
desert sand C82 red-beige
hellbraun C15 middle-brown
jasmin C1107 vanilla-beige
jura C1106 beach-beige
kaffee C6776 volcano sand
manhattan C501 fair grey no. 21
mittelgrau C1172 titan grey
mochacino C6778 silk
pergamon C84 pergamum

C8684 matt pergamum
safari sand C6778 silk
sahara C1169 melba
samtschwarz C5176 velvet black
sandgrau C2044 sand grey 18
shadow C6778 silk
silbergrau C787 flash grey
snow C45 chinchilla
steingrau C2044 sand grey 18
topas C38 light-grey
universalgrau C2044 sand grey 18
weiß C116 snow-white

Colour recommendations

Index: 14.03.2024

OTTOSEAL® S 100
The premium bathroom silicone 

Kiesel 

Servoperl royal schnell OTTOSEAL® S 100

anthrazit C67 anthracite
balibraun C21 bali
basalt C56 concrete grey
jura C1106 beach-beige
manhattan C501 fair grey no. 21
mittelgrau C1172 titan grey
pergamon C84 pergamum
sahara C1169 melba
samtschwarz C5176 velvet black
silbergrau C787 flash grey
steingrau C2044 sand grey 18
weiß C116 snow-white



tables loose their validity.
The table in front of you will be updated following market developments. With these colour comparisons all former
Please see the relevant technical data sheets for technical information and application suggestions for our sealants.
building site and varying application techniques for the grouts can lead to colour deviations.
please order our most recent colour charts with original colour dots! Please note that changing conditions on the
We have set up this colour table in front of you as suggestion without obligation. For your own colour comparisons
finished floor/wall will be decisive for the final choice of the sealant colour.
taking the colours of floor/wall coverings into account. In the end the optical appearance of the colour of the
These colour recommendations between pre-fabricated grouts and the corresponding OTTO sealants have been made without

Colour recommendations

Index: 14.03.2024

OTTOSEAL® S 105
The standard acetate silicone 

Kiesel 

Servoflex F (Universalfuge) OTTOSEAL® S 105

anthrazit C67 anthracite
grau C79 stone grey
mittelgrau C1105 basalt
sandgrau C2044 sand grey 18

Servoperl royal OTTOSEAL® S 105

anthrazit C67 anthracite
basalt C56 concrete grey
camel C10 bahamabeige
manhattan C501 fair grey no. 21
mittelgrau C1105 basalt
pergamon C84 pergamum
sandgrau C2044 sand grey 18
silbergrau C787 flash grey
snow C71 joint-grey
topas C656 light-grey
universalgrau C2044 sand grey 18
weiß C116 snow-white

Servoperl royal schnell OTTOSEAL® S 105

anthrazit C67 anthracite
basalt C56 concrete grey
jura C1106 beach-beige
manhattan C501 fair grey no. 21
mittelgrau C1105 basalt
pergamon C84 pergamum
silbergrau C787 flash grey
steingrau C2044 sand grey 18
weiß C116 snow-white

Colour recommendations

Index: 14.03.2024

OTTOSEAL® S 125
The low-odour floor and sanitary 
silicone 

Kiesel 

Servoflex F (Universalfuge) OTTOSEAL® S 125

anthrazit C6831 matt anthracite grey
grau C8337 stone grey
mittelgrau C6874 matt manhattan

Servoperl royal OTTOSEAL® S 125

anthrazit C6831 matt anthracite grey
balibraun C05 brown
basalt C6216 concrete grey
jasmin C112 fair jasmin
manhattan C43 manhattan
mittelgrau C6874 matt manhattan
sahara C64 fair oak
samtschwarz C7112 matt black
silbergrau C7047 RAL 7047
snow C433 linsey grey
universalgrau C18 sanitary grey
weiß C116 snow-white

Servoperl royal schnell OTTOSEAL® S 125

anthrazit C6831 matt anthracite grey
balibraun C05 brown
basalt C6831 matt anthracite grey
manhattan C43 manhattan
mittelgrau C6874 matt manhattan
sahara C64 fair oak
samtschwarz C7112 matt black
silbergrau C7047 RAL 7047
weiß C116 snow-white



tables loose their validity.
The table in front of you will be updated following market developments. With these colour comparisons all former
Please see the relevant technical data sheets for technical information and application suggestions for our sealants.
building site and varying application techniques for the grouts can lead to colour deviations.
please order our most recent colour charts with original colour dots! Please note that changing conditions on the
We have set up this colour table in front of you as suggestion without obligation. For your own colour comparisons
finished floor/wall will be decisive for the final choice of the sealant colour.
taking the colours of floor/wall coverings into account. In the end the optical appearance of the colour of the
These colour recommendations between pre-fabricated grouts and the corresponding OTTO sealants have been made without

Colour recommendations

Index: 14.03.2024

OTTOSEAL® S 70
The premium natural stone silicone 

Kiesel 

Servoflex F (Universalfuge) OTTOSEAL® S 70

anthrazit C137 anthracite grey

Servoperl royal OTTOSEAL® S 70

anthrazit C137 anthracite grey
balibraun C05 brown
basalt C56 concrete grey
camel C10 bahamabeige
desert sand C82 red-beige
jasmin C08 jasmin
jura C1110 sandstone-beige
manhattan C43 manhattan
mochacino C10 bahamabeige
pergamon C84 pergamum
safari sand C10 bahamabeige
samtschwarz C67 anthracite
silbergrau C787 flash grey
snow C80 pearl-grey
universalgrau C18 sanitary grey

Servoperl royal schnell OTTOSEAL® S 70

anthrazit C137 anthracite grey
balibraun C05 brown
basalt C56 concrete grey
jura C1110 sandstone-beige
manhattan C43 manhattan
pergamon C84 pergamum
samtschwarz C67 anthracite
silbergrau C787 flash grey

Colour recommendations

Index: 14.03.2024

OTTOSEAL® S 80
The premium alkoxy natural stone 
silicone 

Kiesel 

Servoflex F (Universalfuge) OTTOSEAL® S 80

anthrazit C137 anthracite grey

Servoperl royal OTTOSEAL® S 80

anthrazit C137 anthracite grey
C6116 matt anthracite grey

basalt C8654 matt sanded concrete grey
camel C10 bahamabeige

C6115 matt bahamabeige
jasmin C6117 matt jasmin

C8652 matt sanded jasmin
mochacino C10 bahamabeige

C6115 matt bahamabeige
safari sand C10 bahamabeige

C6115 matt bahamabeige
samtschwarz C67 anthracite

C1300 matt anthracite

Servoperl royal schnell OTTOSEAL® S 80

anthrazit C137 anthracite grey
basalt C8654 matt sanded concrete grey
samtschwarz C67 anthracite


